Minutes of Meeting

Subject : B.Com Semester VI
Course : Paper CP 6.4 - International Trade
Venue : Department of Economics, Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi
Chair : Ms. Nira Goyal

Attended by :

11/12/2013
1. Swagat Rout
2. Shailesh Kumar
3. Anuradha Anand
4. Reena Bajaj
5. Dorothy Choudhary
6. Shilpi Saini
7. Loveleen Gupta
8. Shalini Agarwal
9. Bal Krishnan
10. Nira Goyal

13/12/2013
1. Subhash Prasad
2. Reena Bajaj
3. Dorothy choudhary
4. Devendar Kumar
5. A. Vijay Kumar
6. Loveleen Gupta
8. Nira Goyal

Two meetings were held to discuss the reading list for the above course.
The following readings have been decided upon in the meeting held on 13/12/2013.

Unit 1: International Trade Theory:  D. Salvatore; 3rd Edition; Chs., 2,3 and 4.
Unit 2: Factor endowments and International Trade Theory;  Ch., 4 and 5
Unit 3: International Trade Policy:  Ch., 8 and 9
Unit 4: WTO : F. Cherulinam; International Business, Environment and Management; Ch. 6

T.N. Srinivasan; Developing countries and the Multilateral Trading System; Chs. 1,2,3,4,5.

Supplementary Readings for teachers if they wish to consult the latest editions. Krugman and Obstfeld; International Economics, Theory and Policy- good for case studies
P.B. Kenen   The International Economy
Howse and Trebilock; The Regulation of International Trade
Hoekman and Kostecki; The Political Economy of International Trade
WTO: wikipedia site, WTO site, Voeux.org, Breughel Brief, for online articles
EPW articles.

Melvin, Markusen, Kaempfer and Maskus; International Trade , Theory and Evidence: Available in RTL.

B Hoekman; Emerging economies and the WTO – Available in the RTL